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MDL’s chemistry registration domain service

The next generation in chemistry registration
“MDL’s middle-tier technology is a solid environment for
building a variety of services used by applications.”
Cindy James, MDL Project and Process Management

C

hemical registration is the first essential
informatics step in any discovery
process involving small molecules.
A sophisticated set of business rules controls
how structures and data are registered, how they
are searched, and how information is managed
at higher levels. The n-tier MDL® Isentris™
discovery informatics platform provides the
foundation for a new generation of registration
systems in which business rules are managed in
a middle tier capable of hosting a variety of new
domain objects and services. Leveraging its
unmatched industry experience, which includes
the pioneering of advanced corporate chemistry
registration systems for over 20 years, MDL has
built and is successfully implementing a new
registration service that is producing strong
customer interest.
MDL Isentris—a modern informatics technology
that is extensible to support current and future
industry requirements—is also the platform on
which MDL has constructed a new chemistry
registration domain service that provides:
• A standardized registration capability that
can be reused across multiple applications
(e.g., traditional single compound registration,
electronic laboratory notebooks, parallel and
combinatorial synthesis systems, externally
purchased libraries, etc.)
• Extensibility to accommodate virtually any
registration application and database with
many user-configurable options
• The ability to easily handle compounds that
cannot be described as a single “structure”
(e.g., mixtures, formulations, and structure
alternatives1)

Chemistry registration applications
and services

A flexible, multi-functional registration
service

In a typical registration process, a scientist
enters structures and data into a registration
application, and the software automatically
applies the appropriate business rules, performs
a uniqueness evaluation, assigns structure/
batch ID based on uniqueness, inserts structure/
batch data, associates IDs with non-structural
data, inserts non-structural data, and returns
the results of the processing.

The chemistry registration domain service
works together with MDL Core Interface to
provide sophisticated business logic and a
common application programming interface for
inserting structure-based discovery data into a
predefined database. The service manages
compound and batch objects independently in
accordance with established business
processes, automating the generation of compound and batch IDs. Structure normalization
and novelty check tools apply the business
rules for determining structure uniqueness.

The registration application software that
implements this process follows a user-defined
workflow to enter chemical structures and
associated data into multiple tables in accordance with corporate business rules. The
registration application includes functionality
for drawing structures, querying data, and
browsing results, using existing MDL products
such as MDL® Draw, MDL® Direct (data
cartridges), MDL® Core Interface, and additional
focused services such as the new chemistry
registration domain service, which extends the
middle-tier framework of MDL Core Interface.
“MDL’s middle-tier technology is a solid
environment for building a variety of services
used by applications,” says Cindy James of
Project and Process Management who is
managing the project through its first iterations.
“For example, MDL’s new chemistry registration
domain service consists of server-side software
that evaluates a finite data set—a structure,
a compound, or batch sample—based on
established business rules governing structure
normalization and uniqueness. If the data are
accepted, they go into a predefined database
structure. Programmers using this new domain
service appreciate its open API, as well as its
configurability and extensibility to fit in virtually
any registration application and database.”

The functionality of the chemistry registration
domain service is constantly evolving to provide
the flexibility required by MDL customers. In the
first iterations, the service includes the following
customer-requested functionality:
• Accepts single or multiple batches via
API or file
• Supports both synchronous and asynchronous registration
• Interfaces with MDL® Cheshire scripts or
Cheminformatics Business Rules Manager
(CBRM)
• Executes MDL Cheshire scripts for structure
normalization
• Performs duplicate/uniqueness check on
normalized structures
• Returns a corporate ID for each compound
and a batch ID for each batch
• Inserts both structures and data into the
chemical registration database
• Returns messages (status, error, warnings,
Cheshire, etc.)

(continued on page 10)
1

An example of a structure alternative would be two reactions, each yielding a separation of a mixture (of diastereomers or enantiomers). The result is two samples characterized
by structure A or B, which are difficult to distinguish without additional analysis or experiments. Both need to be registered and both should get different compound IDs. The
database structure of the chemistry registration domain service is capable of distinguishing between compounds characterized by the same "A or B" structure.
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Mining DiscoveryGate

SM

D

iscoveryGateSM is a powerful Web-based discovery environment
that integrates, indexes, and links scientific information to give a
researcher immediate access to compounds and related data,
reactions, original journal articles and patents, and authoritative reference works on synthetic methodologies—all from a single entry point.

MDL® Compound Locator and MDL® Database Browser
are complementary Web-based
searching and browsing
applications on DiscoveryGateSM.
MDL Compound Locator
enables a researcher to survey
MDL and third-party molecule and
reaction databases for available
information on compounds.
It provides a general index or
road map to information.

Consider a small biotech company that has developed an array of
bioassays to evaluate drug effects within memory and cognition
pathways. A researcher is interested in finding nootropic compounds
(“cognition enhancers”) that can be used to treat Alzheimer’s
disease—a condition recently labeled “epidemic” by one of the world’s
leading dementia researchers, Professor Ashley Bush of Harvard
Medical School and the University of Melbourne.
How can this researcher exploit DiscoveryGate to find compounds
with the therapeutic activity of interest, then organize these

MDL Database Browser
enables a researcher to search for
compound or reaction information
in a specific MDL database using
structure, reaction, or data
query parameters.

Figure 1. Viewing the initial hit list from CMC in MDL Compound
Locator reveals the occurrence of the retrieved compounds in the other
underlying DiscoveryGate content sources.
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Figure 2. Searching MDL Drug Data Report for cholinesterase inhibitors
that are not reported cognitive enhancers and have not reached clinical trials
produces a list of 144 lead compounds.
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for drug leads
compounds according to structural class, expand the search to
encompass known preclinical development compounds that might
exhibit the same activity, examine associated toxic properties and
metabolic pathways, and identify companies with promising earlystage drug candidates against proven targets?
The starting point is Comprehensive Medicinal Chemistry (CMC),
a specialized database of 8,500 pharmaceutical compounds with
known therapeutic activity. Using MDL® Database Browser’s
intuitive interface to search CMC for “substance class” containing
the string “anti-Alzheimer” returns a list of 17 compounds that
are classified as cognitive enhancers and, in some cases, as
cholinergic or cholinesterase inhibitors. Having retrieved a set of
relevant results from CMC, the researcher can gain a broader
perspective by transferring the list to MDL® Compound Locator
and searching over the Compound Index (refer to Figure 1). The
Compound Index provides a view of over 12 million compounds
found in MDL and third-party databases. For example, 10 of the
17 compounds are registered in the Derwent World Patents Index
(DWPI), and 7 of these 10 specify that they are acetylcholinesterase
inhibitors intended for oral compositions useful in treating amyloid
disease, e.g. Alzheimer’s disease.
To look for possible new lead compounds, the researcher can now
use MDL Database Browser to open MDL® Drug Data Report

Figure 3. The first lead compound on the list is registered to several databases.

(MDDR), a database of over 140,000 drug development compounds.
Here the scientist can conduct a search for cholinesterase inhibitors
that are not reported cognitive enhancers and that have not reached
clinical trials for other therapeutic purposes. This produces a list of
144 lead compounds that have the desired enzyme inhibition and
which, by inspection of the list, are not structural analogs of the
known anti-Alzheimer’s agents (refer to Figure 2).
Returning to Compound Locator, the researcher finds direct
hyperlinks to relevant data as shown in Figure 3.
The researcher can drill down to additional information on pharmacology
and toxicity from CrossFire Beilstein and MDL® Toxicity Database
or view patent information in the Derwent database. A quick
additional step makes it possible to draw conclusions about the
likely metabolism of this compound as shown in Figure 4.
Even a casual look at the list shown in Figure 3 suggests that these
144 compounds may be grouped based on structural similarity, and
the ‘Organize Results’ feature in Compound Locator generates such
clusters automatically (Figure 5). The researcher can use generic
structures representing these clusters to expand the original list of
144 compounds. Referring to Figure 5, a simple substructure
search over the Compound Index using I as the substructure query
elicits 72 structures in addition to the 18 found in MDL Drug Data
Report. Substructure searches with II and III find, respectively, 435
and 161 additional examples from these compound classes. Thus,
the researcher has expanded the original three clusters containing
54 compounds to encompass 722 known compounds.
Using DiscoveryGate researchers can pose single queries against
vast amounts of data to find content relationships and then drill down
into any of the sources for details, seamlessly linking from references
to original articles using MDL® LitLink. Since MDL maintains the
software/hardware and handles all security/database upgrades, the
DiscoveryGate platform saves research organizations the time and
expense of maintaining a search engine and updating content.
Companies can quickly deploy DiscoveryGate to all their chemists,
empowering them to focus on the scientific research that is their
proper pursuit.
For more information on mining DiscoveryGate for lead compounds,
visit www.discoverygate.com, or contact your local MDL Account
Manager. ■

I
18 compounds
in MDDR [A=C or N]
Figure 4. Although the structure itself is not registered to the MDL® Metabolite
Database, an intuitively reasonable one-bond deconstruction produces two fragments. A simple substructure search reveals the likely biotransformations shown.

II
21 compounds
in MDDR

III
15 compounds
in MDDR

Figure 5. The three largest clusters produced by the Organize Results feature in
Compound Locator include compounds represented by these generic structures
which may be used as queries to develop large lists of possible lead compounds.
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(continued from page 7)

Traditional registration applications

Expanding middle-tier chemistry services

Aleksandar Ruzicic of Global Biopharma
Solutions says, “MDL will standardize other
middle-tier services to provide essential business logic to MDL customers. In the context of
a registration solution, MDL has already built an
enumeration domain service based on MDL
Cheshire for chemists performing parallel or
combinatorial chemistry experiments. Another
area MDL is currently exploring is an experiment
management service that optionally includes
the ability to register reactions.”
Charles Buse, Ph.D., of Solution Design and
Implementation and the scientific and technical
leader of the project, observes, “The new chemistry registration domain service, maintained and
supported by MDL, provides a robust, serverside foundation for any corporate registration
application. In addition, it will effectively support
any related workflow application that requires
compound/batch registration into a corporate
database—including an electronic laboratory
notebook application.”
Towards a viable chemistry electronic
laboratory notebook
A corporate chemistry registration application,
usually centered around compound and batch
information, is the cornerstone of most chemical
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Chemistry electronic laboratory
notebook project
Scope

MDL has observed a strong market demand for
additional middle-tier services similar to the
chemistry registration domain service. All the
attributes of a modern informatics technology
like MDL Isentris—openness, flexibility, scalability,
and extensibility—are driving the development of
chemical warehouse, calculation, combichem,
experiment management, procurement, and
literature services, to name but a few.

Opening middle-tier services through
documented APIs
Experiment/reaction management module
Compound/batch registration application
Time of Deployment

Figure 1. Compound/batch registration and experiment/reaction management capabilities are the cornerstone
of chemical R&D. By opening middle-tier services through documented APIs, organizations can extend these
capabilities to encompass compound sourcing, logistics, electronic notebook, and other applications.

R&D activities. Organizations may subsequently
add components to extend the capabilities of
these applications to manage experiments and
reactions. When considering the introduction
of chemistry electronic laboratory notebooks,
organizations should investigate how they can
best tap into the functionality of these existing
application components.
Mario Dimayuga, Ph.D., of Global Corporate
Solutions stresses that the most effective way
to do this is to redesign registration applications following the n-tier architecture paradigm.
With reference to Figure 1, Dimayuga asserts
that R&D organizations need to “expose the
specific business logic for reuse by opening its
underlying functionality as middle-tier services

and making these services available through
documented and accessible APIs.” Dimayuga
continues: “This serves as the distinct mechanism through which all registrations are
processed. This applies not only to electronic
notebooks, but also to compound sourcing and
logistics applications. Without this single mechanism, scientists would be able to enter compound/batch information into the corporate
database through various unregulated mechanisms, making it impossible to maintain a reliable
and coherent corporate chemistry database.”
A White Paper on the chemistry registration
domain service is available from your Account
Manager, who can also put you in touch with an
MDL expert for further discussions. ■

